The album is very uneven, but the low moments are not unbearable. "Like the L", is a very twisted bit of fluff, but the band's musical conviction saves it from the generic plastic curtain of its own obliviousness. On the other hand, "Shadows in Memory" and "He Hit the Ground" are a rocking marvel of their earlier work. The whole album contains more than one reminiscent reminiscence of the earlier songs. A real rock 'n roll feeling that even the most ardent music fan can appreciate. The power of the rock 'n roll groove has its own voice.

"Lone Star" shows the Band's incredible musical ability. The new single, "Blind Man," is a song about the many ways in which we can suffer. The song is about the way in which we can be blind to the truth. The song is about the way in which we can be insensitive to the pain of others. The song is about the way in which we can be indifferent to the suffering of others. The song is about the way in which we can be cruel to each other. The song is about the way in which we can be mean to each other.